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A rollicking true-crime adventure about a rogue who trades in rare birds and their eggs—and

the wildlife detective determined to stop him.On May 3, 2010, an Irish national named Jeffrey

Lendrum was apprehended at Britain’s Birmingham International Airport with a suspicious

parcel strapped to his stomach. Inside were fourteen rare peregrine falcon eggs snatched from

a remote cliffside in Wales.So begins a tale almost too bizarre to believe, following the parallel

lives of a globe-trotting smuggler who spent two decades capturing endangered raptors worth

millions of dollars as race champions—and Detective Andy McWilliam of the United Kingdom’s

National Wildlife Crime Unit, who’s hell bent on protecting the world’s birds of prey.The Falcon

Thief whisks readers from the volcanoes of Patagonia to Zimbabwe’s Matobo National Park,

and from the frigid tundra near the Arctic Circle to luxurious aviaries in the deserts of Dubai, all

in pursuit of a man who is reckless, arrogant, and gripped by a destructive compulsion to make

the most beautiful creatures in nature his own. It’s a story that’s part true-crime narrative, part

epic adventure—and wholly unputdownable until the very last page.
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based on dozens of first-person interviews plus trial transcripts, videotaped interrogations,

contemporary media accounts, and secondary source materials. FOIA requests filed with the

British government for transcripts of police interviews were not successful, as these transcripts

are generally disposed of after five years. In such cases, I reconstructed the exchanges based

on extensive interviews with participants. Some other dialogue has also been reconstructed

from memory and notes, to the best of my ability.PROLOGUEShortly after New Year’s Day in

2017, I was on vacation with my family in England when I happened to pick up a copy of the

Times of London. A short article buried inside the newspaper caught my eye. “Thief Who Preys

on Falcon Eggs Is Back on the Wing,” declared the headline. The report by the Times’s crime

correspondent John Simpson described a notorious wild-bird trafficker who had jumped bail

and disappeared in South America:He has dangled from helicopters and abseiled down cliffs in

search of falcon eggs for wealthy Arab clients … Now, the international egg thief is on the wing

again after the authorities in Brazil admitted that they had lost him. [Jeffrey] Lendrum, 55,

slipped the net after being caught with four albino falcon eggs stolen from Patagonia and jailed

for more than four years. He is said to pose a serious threat to falcons in Britain and beyond …

The story of the egg thief grabbed my attention. The notion that there was a lucrative black

market for wild birds’ eggs seemed faintly ridiculous to me, like some wacky quest out of Dr.

Seuss’s Scrambled Eggs Super!, which I’d read aloud many times over the course of a decade

to my three boys. I’d never considered that obtaining the world’s most valuable eggs would

require dangerous, logistically complex missions to the most remote corners of the planet.

What kind of character would make a living that way? Was Lendrum one oddball or part of a

whole hidden industry? Always a little skeptical of tabloid hype, I also wondered how much of a

threat to endangered raptors Lendrum really posed. I tore out the clipping and started making

casual inquiries when I got home.As I found myself falling deeper into the life of Jeffrey

Lendrum, discovering his childhood fascination with falcons and his compulsive tree climbing

and nest raiding, something not altogether unexpected happened: I began to notice birds. That

spring I traveled to southern Wales with two officers from Great Britain’s National Wildlife

Crime Unit to search for peregrines and their aeries in the cliffs of the Rhondda Valley. Later

that summer, on a magazine assignment in the marshes of southern Iraq, I threaded through

canals in a motorboat, acutely attuned to the avian life around me. Pied kingfishers, little black-

and-white birds with needle-sharp beaks, darted out of the reeds as our craft sped past; a

sacred ibis, with enormous black-tipped white wings and a scythe-like black bill, skimmed the

surface of the marsh. I reread “My Bird Problem,” a 2005 New Yorker essay, in which Jonathan

Franzen described how his early bird-watching forays had heightened his excitement about

venturing into the wild and encountering nature’s breathtaking diversity. “A glimpse of dense

brush or a rocky shoreline gave me a crush-like feeling, a sense of the world’s being full of

possibility,” he wrote. “There were new birds to look for everywhere.”It wasn’t only the rare ones

that caught my eye. In April 2018, I returned from one of my last field-research trips about the

falcon thief to discover my five-year-old son in a state of high excitement. By a remarkable

coincidence, a pair of common pigeons, Columba livia, had built a nest on the bathroom



window ledge of our third-floor apartment. For a month, as I wrote about the breeding behavior

of birds in the wild and excavated the story of Lendrum’s transformation from an adolescent

nest raider to an international outlaw, I found regular inspiration looking at that ledge, easily

visible across the courtyard from our kitchen window. Watching the pigeon incubate her eggs,

observing the tiny, down-covered chicks as they huddled beneath their mother and grew in two

weeks into awkward fledglings, made Lendrum’s crimes more vivid to me—and more

outrageous.The bird-watching urge was proving irresistible. On Martha’s Vineyard, in

Massachusetts, the next summer I followed by kayak a pair of regal, ruffle-headed ospreys

circling high above their man-made nest at the Long Point Wildlife Refuge; lost myself in a

canoe for an hour among honking, socializing Canadian geese on Chilmark Pond; admired a

red-tailed hawk soaring above the dunes at Great Rock Bight; and called my family outside to

watch when an American robin briefly alit in our garden.And then, as I was writing this book in

the fall, came the most serendipitous moment. Early one morning I caught a flash of color just

outside my office window in Berlin. A parakeet—an Australian parakeet—had landed on the

ledge. Its brilliant green body and yellow head, illuminated by the morning sun, matched the

changing leaves of the linden tree behind it. The bird must have escaped from somebody’s

cage and would soon be devoured by the predatory crows that stalk our neighborhood. One

year earlier, I would probably have paid no attention to the sight, but now I called my partner

excitedly and we watched it together, exhilarated by the bird’s vivid presence, aware of its near-

certain fate. The parakeet sat on the ledge for a good two minutes. Then it flew off and,

pursued by a sparrow, was swallowed up by the leaves of the linden tree.ONETHE

AIRPORTThe man had been in there far too long, John Struczynski thought. Twenty minutes

had elapsed since he had entered the shower facility in the Emirates Lounge for business and

first-class passengers at Birmingham International Airport, in the West Midlands region of

England, 113 miles north of London. Now Struczynski stood in the corridor outside the shower

room, a stack of fresh towels in the cart beside him, a mop, a pail, and a pair of CAUTION

WET FLOOR signs at his feet. The janitor was impatient to clean the place.The man and a

female companion had been the first ones that day to enter the lounge, a warmly decorated

room with butterscotch armchairs, a powder-blue carpet, dark wood columns, glass coffee

tables, and black-shaded Chinese porcelain lamps. It was Monday, May 3, 2010—a bank

holiday in the United Kingdom—and the lounge had opened at noon to accommodate

passengers booked on the 2:40 p.m. Emirates direct flight to Dubai. The couple had settled into

an alcove with a television near the reception desk. Minutes later the man had stood up and

headed for the shower, carrying a shoulder bag and two small suitcases. That had struck

Struczynski as strange. Who brings all of his luggage into the business-and-first-class shower

room? And now he had been in there two or three times longer than any normal passenger.A

tall, lean man in his forties with short-cropped graying hair and a brush mustache, Struczynski

had spent a decade monitoring 130 closed-circuit television cameras on the night shift at a

Birmingham shopping mall, a job that “gave me a background in watching people,” he would

later say. That February, after the security firm laid him off, a management company had hired

him to clean the Emirates Lounge. The first week he was there, the contractor enrolled him in

an on-site training course to identify potential terrorist threats. The course, he would later say,

heightened his normal state of suspicion.As Struczynski puttered around the hallway, the

shower room door opened, and the passenger—a balding, slender, middle-aged white man of

average height—stepped out. He slipped past Struczynski without looking at him.The cleaner

opened the shower facility door and looked around the room.My goodness, he thought. What

do we have here?The shower floor and glass partition surrounding it were both bone-dry. All



the towels remained stacked and neatly folded. The toilet for the disabled hadn’t been used.

The washbasin didn’t have a drop of water in it. Though the man had been inside the room for

twenty minutes, he didn’t appear to have touched anything.Struczynski recalled the terrorism

workshop that he had taken three months earlier, the exhortations from the instructor to watch

out for odd looks and unusual behavior. This passenger was up to something. He knew it. Not

sure what he was looking for, he rifled through the towels and facecloths, rummaged beneath

the complimentary toothpaste tubes and other toiletries, checked the rubbish bin. He mounted

a footstool and dislodged two ceiling tiles, wedging his hand into the hollow space just above

them. Nothing.He shifted his attention to the baby-changing area. In the corner of the alcove

stood a plastic waist-high diaper bin with a round flip lid. Struczynski removed the top and

looked inside. He noticed something sitting on the bottom: a green cardboard egg carton.In

one of the middle slots sat a single egg, dyed blood-red.He stared at it, touched it gently. What

could it mean?He recalled the recent arrest at Heathrow Airport outside London of a man

trying to smuggle rare Indian box turtles in egg cartons. But that seemed so odd. More likely

this passenger was moving narcotics—like the gangsters in Liverpool who wedged packets of

heroin and cocaine inside plastic Kinder Egg containers. That’s it, he thought. It must have

something to do with drugs.Struczynski approached the reception area, a few steps from

where the man and his traveling companion were sitting, and spoke softly to the two women

working at the front desk. We may have a problem, he murmured, describing what he had just

observed. He suggested that they call airport security, then returned to the shower and locked

the door so that no one could disturb the evidence. Soon two uniformed security men entered

the lounge, interviewed Struczynski, and examined the shower. The facility couldn’t be seen

from the alcove in which the passengers were sitting, and so, absorbed in conversation, the

couple failed to notice the sudden activity.The security guards summoned a pair of airport-

based plainclothes officers from the West Midlands Counter Terrorism Unit. Formed in 2007 in

the wake of the London bus-and-underground bombings, the unit had grown from seventy to

nearly five hundred officers, and was chiefly concerned with combating Islamist extremism.

Counterterrorism forces had recently arrested a gang that had conspired to kidnap and behead

a British officer and post the footage online, and had helped foil a plot by a Birmingham-born

terrorist to blow up transatlantic airliners using liquid explosives. These men, too, questioned

Struczynski, examined the egg box in the diaper bin, and asked the janitor to point out the

passenger. They flashed the badges attached to lanyards around their necks, and chatted with

him and his companion politely. Struczynski watched discreetly as the pair stood up and,

flanked by the police, exited the lounge.As hundreds of people hurried past them to their gates,

the Counter Terrorism agents turned the woman over to colleagues and led the man into a

small, windowless room near a security checkpoint. Several other officers squeezed into the

space. The police asked the passenger to sit down at a table, and informed him that they would

be questioning him under schedule seven of the Terrorism Act 2000, which allowed them to

detain him for up to twenty-four hours without a lawyer.“Are you carrying any sharp

objects?”“No,” he said, turning his pockets inside out.“May we see your airline ticket and travel

documents?”The passenger presented an Irish passport identifying him as Jeffrey Paul

Lendrum, born in Northern Rhodesia, now Zambia, on October 26, 1961. He was traveling

economy gold class in seat 40F on flight EK040 on his Emirates Skywards frequent flyer miles,

arriving in Dubai at twelve-fifteen in the morning local time after a nearly seven-hour flight.

Then he had a fourteen-hour layover before catching a connecting Royal Emirates flight to

Johannesburg at two-thirty in the afternoon. It seemed a roundabout way to travel to South

Africa: a journey of more than thirty hours, as opposed to a twelve-hour direct flight from the



United Kingdom. Stapled to his boarding pass were baggage-claim stubs for four pieces of

luggage, including a mountain bicycle.A search of his hand luggage turned up an assortment

of unusual gear: insulated hot-cold thermal bags, a Leica viewing scope, a thermometer,

binoculars, a GPS system, a walkie-talkie, and a golf ball retriever, which used telescopic

extensions to stretch up to seventeen feet. Lendrum carried plenty of cash: £5,000, $3,500 in

US dollars, and some South African rand. He also had two more egg cartons. The first was

empty. The other was filled with ten quail eggs—tiny white orbs with black speckles, about one-

quarter the size of a hen’s. Lendrum presented a receipt from Waitrose, the British

supermarket chain, and explained that he was carrying farm-fresh organic eggs back home,

because they were hard to find in Johannesburg.The police ordered Lendrum to strip to his

underwear.Lendrum unbuttoned his shirt and slipped out of it. He stood there, arms at his

sides, a blank expression on his face.The agents stared.Ribbons of white surgical tape were

wrapped around his abdomen. Tucked snugly beneath the tape were one green, one black,

and one blue woolen sock. Plastic zip ties divided each sock into five segments, and inside

each segment was an oval-shaped object. The police unwrapped the surgical tape, removed

the socks, cut off the ties, and, one by one, extracted the contents. They laid fourteen eggs

gently on a table.They were slightly smaller than ordinary hens’ eggs, ranging in hue from

marbleized brown to dark red. One was pale, with chocolate speckles; another had a

background of caramel, bruised with plum-colored blotches. Yet another, all brown

archipelagoes and continental landmasses juxtaposed against bright red lakes, gulfs, and

seas, resembled high-resolution telescopic images of the surface of Mars. None of the police

had ever seen anything like them.“What kind of eggs are these?” an officer asked

Lendrum.“They’re duck eggs,” he replied.“What were you planning to do with them?”“Well,

actually,” he said, “I was taking them down to Zimbabwe, where my father lives.” He was going

to play a trick on the old man, he explained, hard-boiling every egg but one, and then getting a

good laugh when his unsuspecting father cracked them all open.“Why were you hiding them on

your body?”He was suffering from spinal problems, he explained, and his physiotherapist had

recommended that he carry raw eggs strapped to his abdomen. Wearing the fragile objects

against his belly would force him to keep his stomach muscles taut, he said, and strengthen his

lower back.The police officers exchanged incredulous looks.This one, they realized, was

entirely out of their league.TWOTHE INVESTIGATORAndy McWilliam was in the rear garden

of his home in Liverpool, playing with his two-year-old granddaughter in the late-afternoon sun,

and trying to keep the toddler from running through the flower beds, when his cell phone went

off in his kitchen. An officer of the Counter Terrorism Unit at Birmingham International Airport

was on the line. He apologized for disturbing McWilliam on a bank holiday, but the unit was

dealing with an unusual case, and a policewoman from Staffordshire, the neighboring county,

had recommended that they contact him for guidance.McWilliam was a retired policeman who

now served as a senior investigative support officer for the National Wildlife Crime Unit

(NWCU), a twelve-person team created in 2006 and headquartered in Stirling, outside

Edinburgh. The unit employed four former detectives with a comprehensive knowledge of

wildlife legislation to travel across Great Britain, helping local police investigate a range of

offenses—from the trading of endangered species to animal cruelty. Unlike active-duty

policemen, these support officers had no powers of arrest and couldn’t obtain search warrants.

They were essentially consultants, providing close-at-hand expertise to law enforcement

officers who lacked a background in wildlife law.Before joining the National Wildlife Crime Unit

at its 2006 birth, McWilliam had spent thirty years on the police force in Merseyside, the county

covering Liverpool and five metropolitan boroughs on both banks of the Mersey Estuary, which



flows into the Irish Sea. In his last four years on the Merseyside force, McWilliam had

specialized in wildlife crime, pursuing rhino-horn and ivory smugglers, tracking down dodgy

taxidermists, and building cases against “badger baiters”—criminals who use dogs fitted with

transmitters to corner the short-legged omnivores in their burrows six feet belowground, and

then drag them outside to torture and kill them for sport. Now he was doing much the same

thing in an advisory capacity, and his beat had expanded to cover half of England. At the

moment, the officer was gathering evidence against a trader in endangered-animal skulls, as

well as a man who illegally sold protected tortoises over the Internet, and a Chinese-medicine

dealer who was clandestinely distributing plasters made from the ground bones of

leopards.McWilliam’s particular area of expertise, however, was bird crime. A ferocious rugby

player for an amateur police team until his mid-thirties, he had quit the sport after suffering a

series of injuries, and, in an attempt to fill his leisure time, had taken up a pursuit that could not

have been a greater departure from the world of blood bins and choke tackles: bird-watching.

Since then he had spent many weekends ambling through a wetland reserve north of

Liverpool, twelve square miles of marshes and fields that attracted tens of thousands of

migrating pink geese, along with snipes, black-tailed godwits, dunlins, lapwings, redshanks,

great crested grebes, ospreys, and dozens of other species that rotated in and out throughout

the year.The interest had carried over into his professional life. In the early 2000s, he made a

name for himself arresting obsessives who raided eggs from the nests of endangered species,

blew out the live embryos, and mounted the hollowed shells in personal collections. He also

investigated numerous cases of “bird laundering”—stealing protected birds of prey from the

wild and passing them off as the offspring of captive-bred raptors. McWilliam had developed a

nearly unmatched expertise in the birds of Great Britain.McWilliam was a burly man with

arched eyebrows, deep-set blue eyes, a broad nose, a square jaw, and a thatch of tousled gray

hair that was thinning on top. One unruly strand often dangled down the center of his forehead.

His owlish features, accentuated by square-framed spectacles, suggested a keen intelligence

and sense of humor, and his powerful physique gave him the appearance of a man not to be

trifled with. He had the grace and the quickness of a former athlete, though a modest paunch

had crept up on him since the end of his rugby-playing days. He listened intently as the

Counter Terrorism officer characterized the case.“We’re not quite sure what we’ve got here,” he

said. They had stopped a passenger bound for South Africa with a fourteen-hour layover in

Dubai, he explained, and then recounted the body search and discovery of what the passenger

had claimed were duck eggs.“Describe the eggs,” McWilliam said.As his colleague detailed

their size, colors, and patterns, McWilliam knew that the passenger had been lying. The eggs,

he was all but certain, were those of the peregrine falcon, the fastest animal on the planet, a

denizen of all continents except Antarctica. The strong and solitary raptors—with an average

wingspan of forty inches, sooty black feathers around the head and neck, blue-gray wings, a

black-barred buff-white underside, bright orange-yellow eyes, and a sharply hooked beak—

nest in rock quarries and on ledges in the cliffs of England, Wales, and Scotland, and are

relatively easy for a backcountry bird-watcher to spot. But the species nearly died out in both

Europe and North America during the 1950s and 1960s as their prey—chiefly wood pigeons

and pheasants—became riddled with organochloride pesticides, most notably dichlorodiphenyl-

trichloroethane, or DDT.First synthesized by an Austrian chemist in 1874, DDT came into

widespread use during World War II as a lice-killer, after the compound was discovered to have

pesticidal properties in 1939. Allied doctors successfully dusted thousands of soldiers,

refugees, and prisoners with a powdered form of the chemical; none suffered ill effects. Buoyed

by the conviction that the compound was harmless, governments and industries began



promoting liquid DDT (dissolved in oil) as the perfect way to kill off agricultural pests and yellow-

fever-carrying mosquitoes. But when inhaled, ingested, or absorbed by the skin, liquid DDT

worked its way to organs that stored fat—such as the liver, testicles, and intestines—and built

up with deadly effect. Even a tiny amount, three parts in a million, was capable of disintegrating

healthy cells in humans. DDT also passed easily from mother to unborn child, and from

species to species.During surveys in the 1950s, English ornithologist Derek Ratcliffe began to

notice dwindling peregrine populations and strange behavior among the remaining birds. Some

mothers even seemed to be pecking apart their own eggs. When Ratcliffe, acting on a hunch,

later compared newly laid eggs to those in a museum collection gathered before 1946, when

DDT was introduced to the United Kingdom, he discovered that the new eggs weighed 19

percent less than the old. The mother peregrines, he realized, hadn’t pecked their eggs to

pieces. They were feeding on the remains of thin, brittle eggs that had collapsed beneath their

weight during incubation.Laboratory tests at Cornell University would show that DDT increased

the size of peregrines’ livers, stimulating production of an enzyme that defends the organ

against foreign chemicals. This enzyme in turn caused a plunge in female peregrines’

production of sex hormones, including estrogen, which regulates the amount of calcium stored

in bones. Less calcium in the females’ bodies resulted in thinner, more fragile eggs.The result

was, as Ratcliffe wrote in his book The Peregrine Falcon, “a spectacular crash of population

with a speed and on a scale seldom found in the vertebrate kingdom.” By the early 1970s, only

250 breeding pairs of peregrine falcons were left in Great Britain. The losses were even

steeper in North America. There, the New York Times reported in 1970 that “all peregrine

eyries in the East and in the Upper Mississippi Valley, where once the bird flourished, were

empty. In the Rocky Mountains and Far West, less than 10 percent of the prepesticide breeding

population remains … In all the US, excepting Alaska, perhaps a dozen, and certainly no more

than two or three dozen, peregrine families mated, laid eggs and hatched and fledged their

young this year … The birds are gone.”Rachel Carson’s seminal 1962 book Silent Spring

(originally titled Man Against the Earth) had already drawn international attention to the link

between DDT and the destruction of bird populations across the United States. Calling

insecticides “as crude a weapon as the caveman’s club,” Carson documented how the lethal

chemicals worked their way up the food chain. In California, irrigation water laden with

pesticides was recycled back into lakes, where it settled in the organs of fish. As herons,

pelicans, gulls, and other birds frequented the lakes and ate there, their populations died off. In

Wisconsin, the culprit was pesticides sprayed on trees to protect against Dutch elm disease;

the pesticides poisoned the earthworms that ate the trees’ leaves, which passed the toxins on

to robins. American bald eagles vanished across coastal Florida, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania, swan grebes declined in the western states and Canada, and pheasants, ducks,

and blackbirds disappeared from the rice-growing regions of California and the South. “This

sudden silencing of the song of birds, this obliteration of the colour and beauty and interest

they lend to our world,” wrote Carson, “have come about swiftly, insidiously, and unnoticed by

those whose communities are as yet unaffected.” Carson’s groundbreaking work, along with

research papers by Ratcliffe and other ornithologists on the near-extinction of the peregrine,

led to a North American ban on the use of DDT in 1972, and dieldrin, another devastating

insecticide, in 1974. The United Kingdom and the rest of Europe followed with legislation a

decade later.Since then, Great Britain’s peregrine population had climbed back to fourteen

hundred pairs—about five hundred more pairs than there had been in the 1930s, before the

DDT disaster struck. In recent years, a few hardy peregrines had also taken up residence in

urban areas, including a pair roosting atop the clock tower of City Hall in the Welsh city of



Cardiff, and a total of thirty pairs in London. But the birds were still considered at risk. The

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES), a

global wildlife protection agreement signed by 183 countries, had designated the peregrine an

Appendix I bird, meaning that it was threatened with extinction and subject to the highest level

of commercial restrictions. Following guidelines established by CITES, the British government

had enacted the Control of Trade in Endangered Species Enforcement Regulations in 1997,

making both the peregrine’s removal from the wild and trade in the bird punishable by lengthy

prison terms. That legislation was enforced alongside the Customs and Excise Management

Act from 1979, which made it a crime to “knowingly and fraudulently evad[e] regulations” on

restricted goods, including narcotics, weapons, and protected wildlife.Still, conservationists

were not in complete agreement on the issue: some argued that the number of wild peregrines

in the United Kingdom and elsewhere had stabilized, and that the laws should be modified. In

1999 the US government removed peregrines from its endangered species list. At a biannual

CITES conference in October 2016, Canada would propose downgrading the peregrine’s

status from Appendix I to Appendix II, a category for animals considered to be in less

immediate danger. But most member countries rejected the proposal, citing “concern over

inadequate precautionary measures” to prevent the raptor’s disappearance. “As an apex

predator [the peregrine falcon] always will have a small population, and be vulnerable to

persecution because it sits at the top of the food chain,” said Guy Shorrock, the senior

investigative officer of the UK’s influential Royal Society for the Protection of Birds.Without even

seeing the eggs seized at Birmingham Airport, McWilliam had little doubt that they were fertile

and close to hatching. Late April to early May was the period in which peregrine chicks would

be breaking out of their shells across the northern hemisphere. That the passenger was

carrying the eggs strapped to his body suggested he needed to keep them warm until their

incubation period was complete.Plus there was the fact that he was heading for

Dubai.McWilliam’s work on bird-related cases with the Merseyside police had introduced him

to a thriving international market for birds of prey. This legal trade linked wealthy Arab devotees

of the ancient sport of falconry with licensed breeders in the United States, Great Britain, and

other countries in Western Europe. The business was tightly regulated, using a system of

government-issued metal or plastic rings fitted around the birds’ legs and certificates to

guarantee that the birds had been born and bred in captivity. No bird of prey could be sold

legally in the United Kingdom unless it had an “Article 10”—a document issued by the

country’s Animal and Plant Health Agency, in accordance with regulations established by the

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna—testifying

that it had not been snatched from the wild.But McWilliam was also aware of a lucrative

underground market for falcons. Investigative studies by conservation groups, along with

information provided by commercial breeders, had disclosed that the richest Middle Eastern

aficionados were spending huge sums, allegedly up to $400,000 for a single bird, to acquire

raptors illegally from the wild. Believing that wild birds were faster, stronger, and healthier than

those born and raised in captivity, these sheikhs employed “trappers” to snatch young birds

from the most remote corners of the globe. The thieves used pigeons and other lures to take

fledglings in mid-flight, or, on occasion, scaled cliffs and trees and seized chicks from

nests.Expensive paramilitary-style expeditions to the Kamchatka Peninsula in southeastern

Russia, Siberia, Mongolia, the Indian subcontinent, Greenland, and other remote wilderness

areas were said to be disturbing the delicate ecological balance of pristine regions by

decimating bird populations, threatening the survival of some of the world’s most endangered

species. In the two decades since the collapse of the Soviet Union, raptor raiders had nearly



wiped out saker falcons—a migratory species, larger and slower than the peregrine, that

breeds from Central Europe eastward across Asia to Manchuria. It thrives especially in the

desert environments of the Altai-Sayan region of Central Asia, a 386,000-square-mile area

known for its remarkable biological diversity and home to a variety of threatened species,

including the snow leopard and the Lake Baikal seal. The majestic gyrfalcon, the largest and

most sought-after falcon of all, was in danger of eradication from huge swaths of the Russian

wilderness, including the Chukotka Peninsula near the Bering Strait. Mark Jeter, a former

assistant chief of the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, describes the black market

trade succinctly: “I always say, if there is a $50,000 bill flying around, someone is going to try to

catch it.”The trafficking of live wild falcon eggs was an ingenious variation on this scheme. Back

in October 1986, a Welsh falcon breeder named Ceri Griffith had arrived at Manchester

Airport, on a flight from Morocco, carrying twenty-seven lanner falcon eggs stitched into secret

pockets in his shirt. In a bit of bad timing for Griffith, one egg hatched at the moment that he

was passing through customs—and officials, hearing tweeting, ordered him to strip and seized

the live contraband. Griffith avoided jail time but paid a £1,350 fine, close to the maximum

penalty a wild-bird egg smuggler could receive at that time.The egg trafficking went in both

directions: In April 1990 customs officials at Dover, on the southeast coast of England, pulled

over a Mercedes-Benz bound for mainland Europe and, acting on a tip, took the car apart and

found a sophisticated incubation system hidden inside the dashboard, heated by the vehicle’s

engine and filled with a dozen live peregrine falcon eggs taken from cliffs in Wales and

Scotland. The two Germans in the vehicle pleaded guilty to smuggling offenses and were

sentenced to thirty months in prison.Since the incident in 1990, however, nobody had been

arrested in the United Kingdom for smuggling wild raptor eggs; most law enforcement officials

regarded the two busts in Manchester and Dover as isolated incidents. Now the detention of

this new suspect at Birmingham Airport en route to Dubai suggested not only that egg

trafficking was still a problem, but also that the operation was more ambitious than anybody

had believed. Smugglers could be running eggs between Europe and the Arab world in a far-

reaching conspiracy to defy international wildlife laws and damage the environment, financed

by some of the richest and most powerful men on earth.It disgusted McWilliam to think about it.

Human beings had an obligation, he believed, to protect the environment and to coexist with

other species with as little fuss as possible. “All living things were not made for man,” the

biologist and co-originator of evolutionary theory Alfred Russel Wallace had written in 1869,

expressing a philosophy that McWilliam embraced. “Their happiness and enjoyments, their

loves and hates, their struggles for existence, their vigorous life and early death, would seem to

be immediately related to their own well-being and perpetuation alone.” What better reminder

that humans were not the sole proprietors of the planet than the birds in your backyard? And

as Rachel Carson pointed out in Silent Spring, it served man’s interests to avoid rupturing the

bonds between species—after all, the beauty, variety, and vitality of the planet depended on it.

“To the bird watcher, the suburbanite who derives joy from birds in his garden, the hunter, the

fisherman or the explorer of wild regions, anything that destroys the wildlife of an area … has

deprived him of pleasure to which he has a legitimate right,” she wrote. Lendrum’s crime was a

rebuke to the laws that Great Britain had carefully put into place over the decades to safeguard

the future. Robbing nests for sport, or for greed, struck McWilliam as an egregious violation of

the fragile, symbiotic relationship between man and the wild.“Don’t let the man go,” McWilliam

told the officer. He suggested that the Counter Terrorism Unit arrest the suspect on a

preliminary charge of possessing endangered species, which constituted a violation of the

Wildlife and Countryside Act, a 1981 law passed by Parliament that expanded the protections



afforded wild birds and animals and increased penalties for those who harmed them.“I’m

dropping everything and coming down to meet you,” McWilliam said, adding, “Whatever you do,

keep the eggs warm.”Five minutes later, McWilliam grabbed a toothbrush and a knapsack full

of notebooks, said goodbye to his wife, son, daughter-in-law, and granddaughter, and climbed

into his leased Peugeot hatchback for the one-hundred-mile trip to Birmingham.As McWilliam

drove south from Liverpool on the M6 with the late-afternoon sunlight streaming through the

passenger window, he felt a rising sense of anticipation. Since the Welsh lanner-egg smuggler

Griffith had walked free after paying a modest fine in 1986, Great Britain’s courts had hardened

their attitudes toward wildlife crime. Environmental damage and profit motive had become key

considerations in determining sentencing: a professional criminal making off with protected

species to supply an underground market was a far bigger threat, law enforcement officials

believed, than someone stealing birds for a small personal collection. If the eggs were indeed

what McWilliam presumed they were, this offense would constitute one of the most serious

crimes ever investigated by the National Wildlife Crime Unit in its four years of existence. Until

now, McWilliam’s cases mostly involved cruelty to animals or the illegal sale by taxidermists of

the preserved parts of protected species—crimes considered the equivalent of misdemeanors

and usually punishable by a fine. Live falcon smuggling carried a maximum punishment of

seven years in prison.McWilliam had reason to think that the case might be a game-changer.

McWilliam had been aware of the role allegedly played by Middle Eastern royal families in the

illicit trade of wild raptors, but had never come across hard evidence. Maybe the suspect could

lead him to some sheikhs. The oddity of the crime was also likely to attract the interest of the

media, giving the National Wildlife Crime Unit, a bare-bones outfit engaged in a permanent

struggle with politicians and the police force to obtain enough funding to operate, a chance to

prove that its money was being well spent. A headline-making conviction of a notorious wildlife

criminal could protect the unit from closure—or even, if McWilliam was very, very lucky, get his

budget significantly raised for the next year.He called the unit’s intelligence chief, a Scottish

former drug investigator named Colin Pirie, to alert him to the arrest and to request that he

begin digging into the suspect’s background. Then he reached out to Lee Featherstone, a local

raptor expert and a breeder of goshawks—large, red-eyed, white-browed raptors that frequent

the forests of Europe and North America. Featherstone and McWilliam had crossed paths

during a wild-bird laundering investigation the previous year. McWilliam asked Featherstone,

who was on the way home from a birds-of-prey fair in the Midlands, to join him at the airport to

verify what species the eggs belonged to, and whether they were viable.Ninety minutes later,

McWilliam parked his car at Birmingham International Airport and made his way to an

operational office belonging to the Counter Terrorism Unit. Two of the arresting officers briefed

him on Lendrum’s detention, and then escorted him down a bland hallway to a cramped room

used by the United Kingdom Border Agency, with three desks and an array of 1990s-era

computers. The officers showed him the fourteen eggs that now rested, wrapped in their

woolen socks, atop a computer monitor. Fluorescent lights and heated air blowing through the

bulky machine’s fan vents were keeping them warm. Beside them on the officers’ desk lay the

mysterious egg carton retrieved from the diaper bin inside the Emirates Lounge shower facility.

The red-dyed egg that had piqued the janitor’s interest—as it turned out, an ordinary chicken

egg—was still sitting inside the carton. Next to the carton was the box full of tiny, black-

speckled quail eggs that the police had found in Lendrum’s luggage.When Lee Featherstone

arrived ten minutes later, he extracted from his backpack a blue digital monitor called an Egg

Buddy, a device about the size of a butter tray used by breeders to detect the heartbeat of a

chick inside its shell. The breeder untied the socks and carefully removed the eggs.



Featherstone noted the size, marbling, and presence of protoporphyrin, a brownish red

pigment found in the shells of many raptor eggs. The color could be useful, evolutionary

scientists theorize, to protect against solar radiation and for camouflage on rock ledges.Without

a doubt, Featherstone said, these were the eggs of peregrine falcons.Featherstone gently

placed one egg inside the Egg Buddy and closed the lid. On the green rectangular LED screen

he and McWilliam watched a black line rise and fall rapidly and rhythmically, registering six

hundred beats per minute, the normal heart rate for a peregrine chick. “That’s alive,”

Featherstone said. He placed another egg in the tray. “That’s alive.” Huddled inside its shell, a

tiny creature was preparing to punch with its beak through the internal membrane that

protected its body, take its first breaths from an air pocket that lay just beyond, and then peck

its way through the shell and into the world. One after another, the eggs registered strong

heartbeats. Only one of the fourteen showed a flat line.To Featherstone, the fact that Lendrum

had absconded with fourteen eggs, and that thirteen were still alive, proved that the thief was a

professional. Even just locating so many peregrine eggs in the wilderness—at four eggs to a

clutch, a minimum of four aeries—must have required patience, acute powers of observation,

physical courage, and athletic skill. It took more expertise to ensure that the fragile creatures

survived being ripped out of their nests, bounced around in a car for hours, and then strapped

to a human body for a four-thousand-mile journey to the Middle East. If the thief snatched the

eggs too early—within the first three weeks of the peregrine’s thirty-four-day incubation period,

when the ambient temperature must remain between 99.1 and 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit at all

times—they would die. If he snatched them too late, he risked having them hatch in his pocket

or his backpack while he was going through customs or waiting in the airport security line. The

falcon thief’s calculations had to be perfect.The decoy quail eggs and the painted hen’s egg

were further signs of the criminal’s attention to detail. It was a clever tactic, probably meant to

persuade a customs agent that he was carrying ordinary farm eggs home to eat.“He knew

what he was doing,” Featherstone told McWilliam. “You have to wonder how many times he’s

gotten away with it.”Featherstone placed the eggs back in the socks, secured them with the

plastic ties, took off his woolen sweater, and carefully wrapped the socks up inside it. Then he

tied the sweater and the socks around his chest, so that the eggs would absorb his body

warmth. “They’re fertile, they’re alive, but they’re getting chilled,” Featherstone told the police.

The raptor breeder drove to his home ten minutes from the airport, where he kept the eggs

warm, manually rotating them every hour for the next several days and nights.The thirteen

eggs would hatch between five and eight days later, and ornithologists from the Royal Society

for the Protection of Birds, the country’s biggest environmental charity, would introduce the

newborn chicks to active nest sites on cliff ledges in northern Scotland. Eleven of the thirteen

would fledge in the wild.In Birmingham, McWilliam checked into an airport hotel and prepared

for the next morning, when he would meet the egg thief.THREETHE INTERVIEWShortly

before eleven o’clock in the morning on Tuesday, May 4, Andy McWilliam parked his Peugeot

at the rear of the police headquarters in Solihull, a town in the West Midlands region southeast

of Birmingham. A police sergeant buzzed him through a security gate at the back of the three-

story concrete slab, and escorted him and two plainclothes detectives from the local Counter

Terrorism Unit to the “custody suites” on the ground floor.McWilliam and his fellow investigators

entered a small, windowless interview room, furnished with a metal table and six chairs bolted

to the floor as a precaution against outbursts from unruly detainees. A cassette recorder on the

table would record four tapes—for the court, the police, and the solicitor, plus one backup—

using a microphone mounted on the wall.Accompanied by a solicitor provided by the court,

Jeffrey Lendrum walked into the chamber. He had been brought in handcuffs from Birmingham



International Airport to the custody suites the previous evening. The woman who’d been with

him in the Emirates Lounge, his domestic partner and a South African citizen, had claimed to

know nothing about the eggs on Lendrum’s body. After strip-searching her and finding no

incriminating evidence, the police had permitted her to board her afternoon flight to Dubai.

“She was in a terrible state,” Lendrum would say years later. “I regret that.”McWilliam studied

the man. Dressed in jeans and a polo shirt, Lendrum was trim and good-looking, with large,

deep-set eyes, vestiges of gray hair around an otherwise bald head, and an open and friendly

face. He seemed in good shape, yet he didn’t fit the image of a swaggering stuntman or

adventurer. McWilliam could as easily picture him in a business suit as rappelling down a

cliff.The lead Counter Terrorism officer read Lendrum his rights and informed him that his

statements were being recorded. As they had agreed earlier, McWilliam would let his colleague

begin the interrogation; McWilliam, the wildlife expert, would take over when the moment

seemed right.“Okay, you were arrested yesterday,” the agent began. “Why were you carrying

the eggs strapped to your body?”Lendrum repeated the story that he had told the airport

police: he suffered from a chronic lower backache and his physiotherapist had instructed him to

wear raw eggs strapped around his abdomen. It was an unusual remedy, he acknowledged,

but nothing else had helped, so he’d decided to give it a try.McWilliam, scribbling silently in a

notepad, let Lendrum ramble on for several minutes. Then he jumped in.“This is ridiculous,” he

said. “It’s a cock-and-bull story. You and I both know exactly what kind of eggs you were

carrying.”“They’re duck eggs,” Lendrum said. The solicitor sat beside Lendrum silently, jotting

occasional notes, whispering into Lendrum’s ear, but making no attempts to interrupt the

questioning.“They’re peregrine falcon eggs,” said McWilliam.“Duck eggs,” Lendrum

insisted.“They’re peregrine falcon eggs,” McWilliam repeated. Identifying himself as an

investigative support officer with the National Wildlife Crime Unit, McWilliam described the

marbleized browns and reds, the dark pigments produced by natural selection over the

millennia to protect eggs from direct sunlight on the cliff ledges where peregrines

nest.Lendrum leaned back in his chair and went silent. McWilliam sensed what the suspect

was probably thinking: the investigator across the table knew far more about birds of prey than

he had expected.“All right,” Lendrum conceded. “They’re peregrine falcon eggs. I’ve got an egg

collection at home, and I was taking them back there.”“So they were for a collection,

then?”“Yes,” Lendrum replied. Under McWilliam’s gentle prodding, Lendrum talked of a

boyhood spent climbing trees and rock faces near his Rhodesian home, of his longtime

fascination with peregrines, eagles, and hawks. He described the weavers, rollers, and other

passerines, or perching birds, that frequented the African bush. He had lived on and off for a

decade in Towcester, a town in Northamptonshire in the Midlands, where his former wife and

two stepdaughters still resided, but he always returned to Southern Africa, partly because of

his love of the birds and other wildlife of the region.“Hang on a minute,” McWilliam said. “So

you’ve lived in the United Kingdom, on and off, for many years?”“That’s right,” Lendrum

replied.“But you can’t live in this country and not know the legislation. It’s inconceivable that

you wouldn’t know about the protections afforded these birds.”“I—I know that there are some

laws,” Lendrum said, appearing to sense a trap, “but I’m not familiar with the specifics.”

Besides, he went on, “I’m not quite sure what harm there is in what I did. The eggs that I

collected were all dead.”“We had them all tested yesterday,” McWilliam said. “They’re

alive.”“No,” Lendrum replied.“You know exactly what you were doing,” the investigator said,

exasperated by the smug denials. Lendrum had to have realized by now that McWilliam

understood exactly what he’d done. “You strapped them to your body to get them through

security because you didn’t want them to be found, and you wanted to keep them warm.”“No,



no,” Lendrum protested.“Let’s cut the rubbish,” McWilliam said. “You were taking these falcon

eggs out live because they are destined for the falcon trade in Dubai.”“Dubai was just a

stopover,” Lendrum insisted. He preferred to travel from London to Johannesburg on Emirates

using frequent-flyer miles, he explained, which made it far cheaper than a direct flight to South

Africa.McWilliam tried a new tack.“So,” he asked, “where did these eggs come from,

Jeff?”Lendrum said that he had taken them from four aeries in and around the Rhondda Valley,

a rugged former coal mining region in the south of Wales. He had driven there on holiday in his

car, he said, and had stumbled by chance across a dozen peregrine nests while hiking in the

hills. His initial thought was that he might hatch them and breed them when he returned to

Africa, but when he took them out of the vehicle at Birmingham Airport, he realized that they

were dead. So he wrapped them in socks to protect the shells, with the intention of “blowing”

the dead embryos when he got home and mounting the eggs in his collection. He insisted that

he hadn’t realized he was breaking any laws.“You parked your car at the airport?” McWilliam

asked.When Lendrum answered in the affirmative, McWilliam stopped the interview, ushered

the two Counter Terrorism agents out of the building, and climbed back into his Peugeot.“Let’s

go find that car,” he said.At Birmingham Airport, Counter Terrorism investigators typed

Lendrum’s name into a police database to obtain his registration information. The car in

question was a 2008 gray Vauxhall Vectra Estate registered to his ex-wife’s address in

Towcester, with license plate number Y262KPP.McWilliam and his two colleagues drove to long-

term parking, a sprawling outdoor lot with a capacity of seven hundred vehicles. Dividing the

lot, McWilliam and a second carload of agents drove up and down their allotted rows, seeking

out the gray car. After twenty minutes, the other car radioed that they’d found the Vauxhall in

spot C10. McWilliam had retrieved the key from Lendrum’s personal effects before leaving the

station. Now he inserted it in the door. It didn’t turn.“Smash open the window,” McWilliam

said.An agent punched through the front passenger window with a tire jack. McWilliam opened

the door, brushed the glass off the seat, and peered inside. Old folded maps of Wales and the

Midlands and used coffee cups littered the musty interior. McWilliam opened the glove

compartment. Inside, he discovered a handheld satellite navigation device. Then he walked to

the rear. An officer popped the rear door using a lever beneath the steering column.“Bloody

hell,” McWilliam said.A large metal-and-yellow-plastic box bearing a label from British hatcher

manufacturer Brinsea lay inside. McWilliam recognized it immediately as an egg incubator. An

electric cable joined to a two-foot extension cord ran from the incubator through the space

between the two backseats to the cigarette lighter on the dashboard. Beside the incubator was

a three-foot-high blue canvas backpack filled with coiled climbing ropes, carabiners, and steel

stakes. McWilliam photographed the evidence and returned to the interview room at police

headquarters, where Lendrum was still waiting.McWilliam laid the incubator, the ropes, and the

other gear on the table.“If you’re just an egg collector, then how do you explain this?”

McWilliam asked. “Why the hell do you have an incubator in your car?”Lendrum shrugged. The

incubator was intended for “hens in Zimbabwe.” The eggs, he repeated, were for his collection

in South Africa. Again he insisted that the embryos inside were no longer alive. He had worn

them on his body to self-treat a bad back. He denied that the dyed red egg left behind in the

Emirates shower room was a decoy.McWilliam was used to dealing with liars, but this was a

new level of willful deceit. Did Lendrum really expect him to believe such blatant prevarication?

Was this some kind of casually sociopathic detachment from reality? Or had he gotten away

with his crimes for so long that he’d come to believe he could talk his way out of

anything?“Bollocks,” McWilliam said. “You know that peregrines are a protected species. You

know you cannot legally export them without a permit.”“I didn’t know that,” Lendrum said.“If you



thought it was okay, then why did you conceal them? Why did you strap them to your body? All

of your actions, the fact that you didn’t declare them at any time to security, the fact that you

were hiding them on your body, the evidence in the boot [the car’s trunk], all of the evidence

shows planning and preparation. Is there anything you want to say?”Lendrum shook his head,

and McWilliam terminated the interview. He saw nothing more to be gained from it.The Crown

Prosecution Service ordinarily has twenty-four hours following an arrest to charge a suspect

with a crime, although the custody period can be extended for twelve more hours at the

discretion of the police officer responsible for the prisoner. If the prosecution declines to charge

the suspect by that deadline, he must be released immediately. If it decides to file charges,

then it is up to a judge to set bail or to keep him in jail until trial. In this case, the police

superintendent at Solihull had extended Lendrum’s detention to thirty-six hours, and about

eight hours remained on the “custody clock.” McWilliam knew that most prosecutors in the

United Kingdom had no familiarity with wildlife legislation, and it was impossible to predict what

they would say about a batch of stolen eggs. If Lendrum walked out the door, McWilliam was

certain that he would flee the country. Beneath the nonchalant demeanor, he sensed a career

criminal who’d been undertaking this kind of operation for years—and would for decades more,

despite this tussle with the law.How had he financed his expedition to South Wales? Who had

sent him there? How often had he made these trips? McWilliam wanted answers, and he knew

he was running out of time.FOURTHE ART OF FALCONRYIn 1839, a twenty-two-year-old

aspiring diplomat and amateur archaeologist named Austen Henry Layard quit his job as a

clerk in his uncle’s London law office and set out on what would become a decade-long

journey across the Middle East. Arriving six years later at the Tigris River near Mosul in what is

now Iraq, Layard excavated the ruins of Dur-Sharrukin, an Assyrian capital built between 720

and 700 B.C. There—amid temples emblazoned with cuneiform writings celebrating King

Sargon II, the conqueror of Babylon, and giant statues of lamassus (winged creatures with the

head of a man and body of a lion or a bull)—Layard unearthed a bas-relief that showed, he

wrote, “a falconer bearing a hawk on his wrist.” The bearded hunter holds thin straps made of

leather, known as jesses, or sbuq in Arabic, between his thumb and index finger, with the ends

tied around the raptor’s feet. Layard’s discovery, the earliest known representation of falconry,

made a strong case that the sport had originated in the Arab world at least twenty-five hundred

years before.In its early days, long before the arrival of Islam in the Middle East, falconry

served as a means of survival. Bedouins in the Arabian Desert trapped peregrines during the

raptors’ autumn migration from Europe or Central Asia to Africa. The nomads trained the birds

to kill and return to the gauntlet worn on their human’s fist, and to hunt hares or houbara

bustards (large terrestrial birds) to supplement the Bedouins’ meager diet of milk and dates

and rice. It was an efficient way of putting food on the table, and it established a unique

relationship between man and bird. “For the Bedouin the [falcon’s] victory over its quarry was a

feat of courage and strength in which they felt able to share,” wrote Mark Allen, a noted Arabist

and the onetime director of MI6’s counterterrorism unit, in his 1980 book Falconry in Arabia. “In

the [falcon’s] graceful restraint at rest and her grim hardness in the field, the Bedouin saw

qualities which were for him among the criteria for honor in a tribal society.”Arab traders likely

introduced falconry to the West before the fall of the Roman Empire: in Eucharisticos, a

confessional meditation written by the Macedonian Christian poet Paulinus of Pella in A.D. 458,

the author recalls his adolescent wish to possess “a swift dog and a splendid hawk.” But in

medieval Europe, falconry was practiced differently than in the early Bedouin hunts: training

and housing birds of prey was beyond the means of most manor-bound peasants, and forests

were the protected domains of the nobility, so “hawking,” as the sport also was known, became



a leisure pursuit of monarchs and nobles, who organized lavish hunting parties on their

estates. The aristocracy even established a pecking order, laid out in the Book of Saint Albans

in 1486, for who could hunt with what. Only the king was entitled to a gyrfalcon, the world’s

most exotic raptor, brought by traders from frozen Nordic cliffs. A prince could use a “falcon

gentle,” or female peregrine, while a knight would have to make do with the slower but often

equally agile saker. To a lady went a merlin, a small and sturdy falcon with a blocklike head.

Lesser birds were designated for those common folk who did have the resources to hunt; these

included the sparrow hawk for a priest, and the lowly kestrel for the “knave or servant” of a lord.

Kings built elaborate mews on palace grounds, and lavished privileges on master

falconers.The Laws of the Court under Hywel the Good, a tenth-century Welsh prince,

stipulated that the royal falconer “is to have his horse in attendance, and his clothing three

times in the year, his woolen clothing from the king, and his linen clothing from the queen, and

his land free.”During falconry’s boom times in the Middle Ages, relationships between Eastern

and Western falconers flourished. In 1228 Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, the Holy Roman

Emperor, hunted in the desert with Malik al-Kamil, the fourth Ayyubid sultan of Egypt, for three

months during a lull in the Sixth Crusade. Twenty years later Emperor Frederick relied on the

knowledge imparted to him by Syrian falconers whom he had brought back to Europe to write

his classic work De Arte Venandi cum Avibus (On the Art of Hunting with Birds). By the

seventeenth century, however, the proliferation of guns and, in England, the enclosure of land,

rendered falconers an anachronism. No more than a few hundred falconers were left on the

entire continent after the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars swept away the

aristocracy.And yet, as Austen Henry Layard made his way through the Tigris and Euphrates

Valleys in 1845, he found that there, falconry was still appreciated as a form of art. In a

caravansary (roadside inn) by the Euphrates, the archaeologist encountered Timour Mirza, an

exiled Persian prince and the region’s most famed falconer. Reclining on carpets spread on a

platform, Mirza “was surrounded by hawks of various kinds standing on perches fixed into the

ground,” Layard would write in his 1853 memoir Discoveries Among the Ruins of Nineveh and

Babylon, “and by numerous attendants, each bearing a falcon on his wrist.” Layard noted the

pageantry surrounding falconry and the esteem accorded the finest participants—and their

birds. He admired such accoutrements as the raptor’s hood, which temporarily blinded the bird,

protecting its delicate optic nerves from a blitz of sensations and soothing its high-strung

disposition. The hood “is generally made of colored leather, with … gold and variegated

thread,” Layard observed. “Tassels and ornaments are added, and the great chiefs frequently

adorn a favourite bird with pearls and precious stones.”The bird that had come to command the

greatest respect among falconers was the shahin, or peregrine falcon, a term derived from the

Middle Persian word š��•�n (literally majestic or kingly). “Although the smallest in size,” Layard

explained to his readers, “it is esteemed for its courage and daring, and is constantly the theme

of Persian verse.” This raptor “strikes its quarry in the air and may be taught to attack even the

largest eagle, which it will boldly seize, and, checking its flight, fall with it to the ground.”No

consensus has ever been reached about the maximum speed of a peregrine as it stoops, or

plummets, toward its prey. A BBC documentary pitted a peregrine named Lady against a free-

falling skydiver equipped with a speedometer and a lure. The skydiver clocked in at 158 miles

per hour. Lady, who hurtled past him, may have surpassed 180.Perhaps the best accounts of

falcons’ hunting behavior come from British writer J. A. Baker in his classic work The Peregrine.

Baker, a nearsighted and arthritic clerk from Essex, tracked peregrines in the winter

landscapes of his native East Anglia between 1954 and 1962. His observations are infused

with a sense of the fragility of nature (the DDT poisonings were at their height), the beauty of



the English countryside, and appreciation for the raptor’s grace in flight. But over and over he

returns in his writings to the stoop and the kill. “The peregrine swoops down toward his prey,”

he writes in The Peregrine. “As he descends, his legs are extended forward till the feet are

underneath his breast … His extended toe … gashes into the back or breast of the bird, like a

knife—If the prey is cleanly hit—and it’s usually hit hard or missed altogether—it dies at once,

either from shock or from the perforation of some vital organ.” He describes with grisly

admiration the raptor’s “tomial tooth”—a sharp projection on the upper mandible that lets the

bird snap the vertebrae of any prey that isn’t killed instantly on the stoop. “The hawk breaks its

neck with his bill, either while he is carrying it or immediately [when] he alights,” he observed.

“No flesh-eating creature is more efficient, or more merciful, than the peregrine.”To accomplish

that—to target and then dive-bomb a wood pigeon or a grouse from five thousand feet at

nearly two hundred miles an hour, and strike it dead with a single swipe of the foot—requires

extraordinary physical abilities. The bird’s large, well-developed chest muscles, connected to a

broad breastbone and nourished by oxygen drawn in continuously by nine air sacs throughout

the body, power its wings through high-speed flight. This hyperefficient respiratory and

circulatory system also keeps the air flowing and the blood pumping as the peregrine

descends at velocities that would render any other species unconscious. Light and hollow

bones, long and stiff flight feathers, and streamlined wings keep air resistance to a minimum,

while the extra-wide tail base supports powerful musculature to turn and brake while in hot

pursuit. All this allows the bird to maximize its speed and flexibility. The bird’s optic nerves,

meanwhile, relay images to its brain ten times faster than those of a human, “so events in time

that we perceive as a blur,” Helen Macdonald, best known for her memoir H Is for Hawk, noted

in an earlier study, Falcon, “like a dragonfly zipping past our eyes, are much slower to

them.”Above all, peregrine falcons perceive the world with a vividness and depth that human

beings can hardly appreciate. Photoreceptor cells cram into the falcon’s fovea, the tiny pit

located in the retina that handles the most important visual tasks. A human has about thirty

thousand color-sensitive cones in the retina; a falcon has one million. With two foveae in each

eye, one for depth and one for lateral perception, the falcon’s eye functions simultaneously as

both a macro lens and a zoom lens. Falcons can also perceive ultraviolet light, making colors

stand out even more vividly and enabling the falcon to identify the shape and texture of

plumage from as far as a mile away. Macdonald quoted Andy Bennett, a researcher in the field

of avian vision, as saying that the difference between the eyesight of a human and that of a

falcon is like the difference “between black-and-white and color television.”On October 16,

1931, south of the desert mountain known as Jebel Dukhan (Mountain of Smoke) in the island

kingdom of Bahrain, the first oil spouted from a well drilled by the Bahrain Petroleum Company,

a firm established two years earlier by Standard Oil of California. The well, which was soon

pumping ninety-six hundred barrels a day, was the first to produce oil on the Arabian side of

the Persian Gulf. Others quickly followed—in Qatar in 1935, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait in 1938,

Abu Dhabi in 1958, and Oman in 1964.The flood of petrodollars over the next decades turned

Gulf societies upside down. The oil industry covered vast swaths of desert with wells, pipelines,

refineries, access roads, and other infrastructure, creating a new urban population and erasing

much of Bedouin society. Yet despite the upheaval, falconry remains fundamental to the culture

of that part of the world. Falcons appear on corporate logos, banknotes, and the national

emblem of the United Arab Emirates, a federation of seven Gulf sheikhdoms, the largest of

which are Abu Dhabi and Dubai. The most extravagant new real estate project in Dubai is

“Falconcity of Wonders,” a 107-square-mile conglomeration of opulent hotels and residences,

all laid out in the shape of a peregrine. And the sheikhs there have managed to retain



fragments of a mostly vanished way of life. Wealthy falconers stock private reserves with prey

such as captive-bred houbara bustards—having hunted the wild ones out of existence decades

ago—and pack their falcons onto 747s and fly to leased hunting grounds in Central Asia and

North Africa.In 2002, Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, son and heir of

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the billionaire ruler of Dubai, introduced a new

sport to the Arab world: falcon racing. While the crown prince had the luxury of hawking in his

own private hunting grounds and on royal expeditions, he recognized that such opportunities

were out of reach for the average Gulf citizen. Racing was Sheikh Hamdan’s ambitious attempt

to keep Emiratis connected to their heritage. The populist move also turned falconry into a

multimillion-dollar global enterprise.
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Slaine, “Eggsciting!!. Picture this: A person rappelling down a cliff face to pluck birds' eggs from

a nest hidden in a crevice. Or: Strapping a dozen eggs around your midsection to keep them

warm and evade detection by the authorities. And: Engaging in negotiations with powerful and

rich potentates who covet those eggs and their contents. Finally: Scrambling after poaching.

Like these things? Then you'll love this book.”

Martha Ronemus, “Truth is better than fiction!. What a story! VERY well written, and

astonishing. The facts are horrific and almost make me ashamed to be a human. Grab this

book. It's a winner.”

charlie's dad, “Very interesting. This is a well written book about a very interesting story. Who

knew falcons are so highly valued that people will risk their lives to rob nests to get their young

to sell to Saudi princes? This is a good companion to the Feather Thief book.”
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Laser, “Too Sympathetic. The book was well written and based on many interviews. It is an

interesting story, unfortunately about the killing and capture of vulnerable birds of prey. While

the author generally decries and opposes these actions, I found him far to sympathetic to the

perpetrators who he seems to view in a romantic and grudgingly admiringly way.”

Peter Burke, “An Excellent True Crime Read, you couldn't make this up!!. It was informative

and in parts thrilling, and heart breaking. A well crafted story by a fine story teller. I would

recommend it to anyone who likes falconry, bird watching, animal conservation, true crime

books or fictional thrillers.”

Robert V. Maybury, “Interesting book. Very interesting story about a type of criminality most

people have never heard of. The story of Jeffrey Lendrim was fascinating but a little too long.

The details got a little long and boring in the middle of the book but it still held my interest”

S. Bailey, “Great book - well written. I really enjoyed this book the story is well written /

researched.”

Jess M., “An excellent read. As someone who’s not particularly into birds, I really enjoyed this

book and now find myself watching the sky with much more interest. Excellent research and

narrative flow.”

Jeremy Hickson, “Must read for any falconry lover. Excellent book on a topical and ongoing

subject matter.Can certainly recommend.”

Graham V., “It’s well written and a lot of research to get all the detail. Great read, especially for

anyone with birdwatching interests”

The book by Joshua Hammer has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 296 people have provided feedback.
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